The electronic transfer of energy from a donor particle to an acceptor is a mechanism that plays a key role in a wide range of optical and photophysical phenomena. The ability to exert control on this transfer is of immense importance. It now emerges that there are all-optical routes which can be introduced to achieve this very purpose. We demonstrate the possibility of promoting energy transfer, in the optical near field, that is rigorously forbidden (on geometric or symmetric grounds) in the absence of laser light. The effect operates through coupled stimulated Raman scattering by the donoracceptor pair. The absorption of a photon takes place at one particle and stimulated emission at either, coupled with energy transfer between the pair. At this fundamental level, transfer phenomena arise for both single and dual input auxiliary beams. In the latter case the emitted photon may differ from the absorbed photon. In either situation energy transfer will not occur in the absence of auxiliary radiation, if either the donor or acceptor transition is single-quantum forbidden. By engaging input laser light, energy transfer may proceed through two or three quantum allowed transitions. The results for this novel type of optical control suggest transfer efficiency levels comparable to Förster transfer. Many applications are envisaged, chief of which is the potential for all-optical switching.
INTRODUCTION
As conventional electronic devices approach the practicable size limit, much of the interest in optical switching now focuses on the design of nanoscale assemblies. These operate on a smaller scale but with similar or improved functionality. Many systems have been proposed, including those based on semiconductor quantum wells, 1,2 electromagnetic induced transparency, 3, 4 optical Kerr effect 5, 6 and surface plasmon polariton media. 7, 8 This paper reports an analysis of a novel all-optical switching mechanism -initially outlined by one of the present authors 9, 10 -based on the optical control of resonance energy transfer (RET) between particles. When RET occurs spontaneously, following the absorption of light, it usually represents the principal process for the inter-particle translation of electronic energy, from the sites of initial optical excitation. However, under suitable conditions such processes of energy transfer can be activated or deactivated by (non-resonant) optical stimulation. The main advantage of this type of photonic switching, compared to the majority of the previously proposed schemes, is the localisation to molecular pairs rather than an ensemble.
In its simplest form, known as Förster transfer, RET involves a relocation of energy from an electronically excited donor A to an acceptor B in its ground state -a mechanism that plays a key role in a wide range of optical and photophysical phenomena. The scheme proposed here, based on optical control of electronic energy transfer, is built around the concept of inhibiting Förster transfer by selection rule constraints, frequency conditions, or geometric architecture. The latter is achieved by apply a condition in which the transition dipole moments of the donor and acceptor, and their mutual displacement vector, are mutually perpendicular. 11 In this paper we will mainly discuss the exploitation of selection rules, where single-quantum transitions in either A or B are forbidden (thus excluding Förster transfer). By application of an off-resonant laser beam the transfer of energy is activated, through two-or three-quantum allowed transitions, allowing all-optical switching action. In detail, this mechanism entails a coupling of RET with the pairwise absorption and stimulated re-emission of the incident laser, i.e. a coupled stimulated-Raman scattering scheme as illustrated by Fig. 1 . Furthermore, by application of dual input auxiliary beams -providing conditions where the emitted photon may differ from the absorbed photon -additional effects are anticipated.
In the following we develop the fundamental electrodynamic theory for the optical control of electronic energy transfer, for both single and dual input auxiliary beams (Section 2). The analysis is extended to a two-dimensional square-lattice array arrangement that could be useful for realistic all-optical switches, taking into account the requirement for a multiplicity of such donor-acceptor partners to operate independently, without significant cross-talk (Section 3). Further implementation issues are addressed in the concluding Section 4.
ELECTRODYNAMIC THEORY OF OPTICAL CONTROL
The optical control of electronic energy transfer for a single input auxiliary beam is first analysed. To specifically determine the efficiency of transfer for this optical control mechanism, a time-dependent perturbation theory method is required. Details of the calculation, which is used to establish the quantum amplitudes of the system, are fully described in refs 12 and 13 and they are not repeated here. As is required for optical switching action based on selection rules, the electronic transitions within donor A or acceptor B are one-photon forbidden. Therefore, no Förster transfer is present and as a result the energy transfer occurs only through a mechanism that engages the auxiliary input beam. In the near-field, the corresponding quantum amplitude involving two-photon transitions is given by;
where n is the number of photons (proportional to intensity) in the quantization volume V, and the implied summation convention for repeated Cartesian tensor indices is employed. Furthermore, e and ћck denote the polarization vector (an overbar denoting complex conjugation) and energy of the input photon, respectively. Each of the two terms of equation (1), illustrated by the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 2 , represents a fourth order photonic interaction event, necessitating deployment of a fourth-order perturbation treatment as indicated by the superscript of M fi . Also in (1) is the generalized polarizability,
Here the transition dipole moments are designated by the shorthand notation In detail, diagram (a) depicts an instantaneous mechanism involving photon absorption and emission at the donor and acceptor, respectively, with a coupling photon created at the donor and annihilated at the acceptor; thus excitation is transferred from A to B. Diagram (b) is a permutation that will achieve an identical final result. Each particle involves two particle-photon interactions and, thus, electronic transitions must be two-photon allowed within both A and B.
expressed in the form xy x y E E E = − , and tildes denote the inclusion of damping terms necessary if the theory were to be applied under near-resonance conditions [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] -though the present analysis focuses solely on off-resonant photon absorption, and as such the tildes will henceforth be omitted. Further, f signifies the final electronic state of particle ξ, i is the initial state, and r, s are intermediates. To a good approximation, let it be assumed that the sums of equation (2) are limited to the three states that determine the most prominent optical features. These are denoted 0 , σ , α for donor A, and 0 , τ , β for acceptor B -where α and β are the levels between which energy transfer occurs. It is also expedient to select a frequency for the input radiation which has a resonance offset with respect to the positioning of these levels, a condition expressible as
A E ∆ is a non-zero energy with magnitude significantly lower than a typical transition energy. An expression of similar form,
, is assumed for B. The outcome of applying these conditions is that one summand is significantly larger in magnitude than the rest. Hence, equation (1) becomes:
Next, to proceed to the geometric conditions, we introduce a Cartesian basis in which the donor-acceptor displacement vector R is identified with the z-direction. The vectors Furthermore, the given angles denote the orientation of e in spherical coordinates (with the input photon polarization taken as linear). In addition, all transition dipole moments will have similar magnitude -thus, for simplicity, assumed to be equal. Equation (4) clearly delivers a non-zero result, unlike the now precluded Förster transfer. The time-dependent probability, P(t), that the energy transfer process can proceed is secured from the Fermi's Golden Rule, here expressible in the form;
with higher-order quantum amplitudes rapidly diminishing in magnitude. Here, the second-order contribution (2) fi M corresponds to RET -a null quantity for cases described in this paper -and f ρ is the density of states. Inserting (4) sin cos sin KC J P t r
where the variables are defined as Although not shown here, as a result of the condition that A and B have identical symmetry, there is a further mechanism that involves three-photon transitions at one particle (corresponding to three particle-photon events) and one-photon transition at the other (see Fig. 3 ). The intricate analysis for this three-photon allowed mechanism is detailed within refs 21 and 22.
By extension of these principles, a dual-beam configuration can now be considered. Specifically, the earlier expressions may be recast to allow for the case where the A-B system is simultaneously subject to the confluence of two beams of off-resonant laser radiation. By following the same procedure as above, P(t) will be equivalent to equation (6) except for ( ) ( ) Here, diagram (a) depicts an instantaneous mechanism involving photon absorption and emission at a donor, with a coupling photon created at the donor and annihilated at the acceptor; thus excitation is transferred from A to B. Diagram (b) is a permutation, where photon absorption and emission occurs at the acceptor. At one particle three particle-photon interactions occur (the other particle one interaction) and, thus, electronic transitions must be three-photon allowed at this particle (one-photon allowed at the other). efficiency between the A-B pair. A further benefit is the presence of optical switching, despite a significant mismatch between α and β . This is due to the compensation of this mismatch by the difference in frequency of the two beams, resulting in the supply of a quantum of energy that enables excitation transfer to occur between the particles (Fig. 4) . In detail, the incident photon of energy ћck 1 is absorbed at A and a further photon with ћck 2 is emitted from B, the difference (ћck 1 -ћck 2 ) equates to the mismatch between α and β . 23 A related advantage is that spontaneous RET is energetically forbidden (especially with E α < E β ) and, therefore, the selection rules and geometric condition (briefly discussed earlier) need not be applied -i.e. practical implementation is perhaps made much easier.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL SQUARE-LATTICE ARRAYS
To extend and develop the single-beam donor-acceptor model of the last section into that of a potential all-optical switch, we now investigate the case of a parallel pair of two-dimensional square-lattice arrays -each of which is composed of equally spaced, identical particles (Fig. 5) . These are constructed such that each constituent particle of the donor array directly corresponds to a counterpart within the acceptor array; these pairs are given the coordinates u and v (integer values) and are displaced, one from each other, by r k . Furthermore, all particles in the donor and acceptor arrays are orientated in the î and ˆj directions, respectively, so that they are consistent with the configurational condition introduced in the previous section. Thus, particles in each array are labelled (u, v) and the corresponding displacement from the origin is ˆˆû l vl r = + R i+ j k, with l as the lattice constant. It is expedient to focus on processes by means of which energy can transfer from any one specific excited donor (for convenience located at u = 0) to any other particle. First, consider energy relocation to an arbitrary particle within the acceptor array. To find an expression for P(t), noting Förster transfer is again excluded, the following equation is determined; ( ) (  )   4  2  2  2  4  2  2 3  5  2  2  2  0  2 2 sin cos sin 8
as ( reduces to (4), i.e. the result for a directly opposing donor-acceptor pair, on setting u = 0 and v = 0. Employing equation (7), with (5) 
The second case to consider is a transfer of energy from one initially excited donor particle to another within the donor array. The resulting expression is analogous to equation (8) , but with r′ taken as zero.
To quantify the extent to which a device based on the parallel array geometry could faithfully transmit information (constituted by the pattern of excitations in the donor array) to the acceptor array, we can consider a twinarray transfer fidelity: this is defined as the efficiency of direct energy relocation, from an excited donor to its designated partner in the acceptor array, to the summed efficiencies for transfer to any other particles within either array. From calculations based on the modest parameter values I = 1×10 10 W cm -2 , ∆E = 3 × 10 -20 J, |µ| = 1 × 10 -29 C m, and with φ = 90° and θ = 45°, the dependence of the result on the aspect ratio is determined and graphically depicted as plots of P(t) for different transfer destinations. In this representation, energy transfer outside the range (-10 ≤ u ≤ 10) and (-10 ≤ v ≤ 10) is negligible. As the plots within Fig. 6 illustrate, the transfer of energy from the excited donor to the corresponding particle in the acceptor array greatly dominates all other transfer routes for any aspect ratio, r′, up to ~ 0.6. Specifically, no less than 95% of the total excitation is transported to the required destination. As might be anticipated, this transfer fidelity is increasingly compromised when the aspect ratio is increased -see fig. 6 (inset). It is interesting to note that the fidelity is independent of the laser intensity. The dual auxiliary beam configuration will give the same results and, thus, will not affect the destination of the excitation to any greater extent than the single-beam set-up. Therefore, no additional benefits are determined for an array system, outside those given previously, with the employment of two input beams. . Plot of log P(t), where P(t) is the time dependent probability, against the aspect ratio, r′, for optical transfer from an excited particle in the donor square-lattice array to the required destination in the acceptor square array (0-0); also depicted are the 'cross talk' probabilities for transfer to another particle in either the acceptor (d-a) or the donor (d-d) array, and the sum of all three transfer possibilities (Total). Inset: difference between logarithms of the 0-0 and the sum probabilities for various r′, signifying on a logarithmic scale the transfer fidelity; on the ordinate axis each -0.01 increment corresponds to 2.3 % loss. Here, the intensity I of the input laser is 1×10 10 W cm -2 .
CONCLUSION
This paper has investigated an optical control process that has potential for a variety of device implementations. The distinct features of two-dimensional nano-array structures have been analyzed in detail, and their relative efficiencies, transfer fidelities and practicality have been critically assessed. Calculations have shown that this optically controlled mechanism for energy transfer has similar efficiency levels to Förster transfer, even for modest pulsed laser intensities of around 10 12 W cm -2 . The optical switching mechanism has been explored for both single and dual input auxiliary beams. The advantages of the dual-beam configurations have been detailed -in short; there are more independently controllable experimental parameters, optical switching still occurs despite a major mismatch between α and β and the selection rules to preclude RET need not be applied. The dual-beam configuration acts as a logical AND gate rather than an optical transistor. Nonetheless, there are a number of disadvantages, including; a workable device will be more intricate to manufacture, and two laser pulses of different frequencies will require synchronisation. Practically, the latter will probably involve the use of a beam-splitter to derive two pulse trains from a given mode-locked pump source, one train will pass through a frequency-shifting elements and recombine with the other train ensuring temporal overlap of pulses. Ongoing research will explore the obvious switching, logic gate and transistor attributes, but the aspect that might hold the greatest promise for optical communications and data transmission is the capacity of such a system to act as an optical buffer.
